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 Last week we talked a good deal about sanctification. I gave a general definition and said, 
“Sanctification in general terms means to be set apart for holy purposes and to be purified or 
cleansed from all our unholiness and unrighteousness solely on the basis of the pure holiness and 
righteousness of Christ alone.” Then we went into more detail in the two types of sanctification 
that are present in Scripture. Do you remember what they are? Positional Sanctification and 
Progressive Sanctification.  
 If you remember, Positional Sanctification is in the category of the doctrine of salvation, 
because this is a component of what happens when God saves, when God gives eternal life 
through His Son by the Spirit while we are spiritually dead and are made alive by His grace 
alone. In this we are separated from the sin nature and from the world and are made positionally 
holy in Christ alone. We are seated in the heavenly places. That is our new position. As the Spirit 
works to give us salvation He separates us as we are made alive, born again, and now instead of 
existing in sin we are now existing in Him, Jesus. We are made holy in a way of being covered 
by the holiness of Jesus. This positional piece is something that comes from outside of us. It is 
not something that we can produce within ourselves. And that is a very important distinction as 
we will see. Here we have the purity of Jesus given to us in His standing before the Father. As He 
is the Substitute for God’s elect that His Father gave Him to die for, He takes their place, so that 
from His work for them on their behalf He can now, having finished what He did, He can give 
His holy position to them and cover them with it, so that it becomes theirs, yet at the same time it 
is not theirs that they can produce themselves. One illustration I gave is the covering of a robe. 
Jesus being perfectly sinless and perfectly obedient before the Father, He wears a white robe that 
is spotless and without blemish. We on the other hand have garments that are the exact opposite 
of that. Our garments are completely marred with sin. They are defiled, stained, and black to the 
core. No matter how hard we try, we can never make our garments to be the white that they have 
to be in order to be holy before God the way that we are supposed to be. He cannot be in 
fellowship with any amount of sin, but because of the covering of Jesus that He gives to those He 
came to save, we can then be covered with His pure white robe. That is the only way that God 
can declare us holy in His sight. Why? Because He sees the holiness of His Son covering us. So 
if we have that covering then our position is now one of holiness and we can have fellowship 
with God. And it is a 100% holiness that will never change, because of Jesus alone. That is what 
covers us from the outside, which is what it means when we talk about Jesus’ holiness or 
righteousness being imputed to us.  
 Now, this Positional Sanctification must be distinguished from Progressive 
Sanctification. We must be able to distinguish the differences biblically or else we can run 
headlong into heretical beliefs that dismantle the gospel and change salvation. The key basic 
distinction can be remembered in terms of outside as opposed to inside, from the outside as 
opposed to from within. What we just talked about, Positional Sanctification, is from the outside. 
Progressive sanctification is from the inside, from within us. The other key basic distinction is 
that these two subjects must be in two different categories. Positional Sanctification is in the 
category of the doctrine of salvation, of when someone is saved, given eternal life. Progressive 
Sanctification is in the category of the doctrine of sanctification as this Progressive Sanctification 
is the most common usage of the term sanctification. This is in the category of after you are 



saved and describes the rest of that Christian life now that you are saved. Philippians 1:6 helps us 
here, “He who began a good work in you will bring it to completion at the day of Jesus Christ.” 
“Began a good work in you” includes the Positional Sanctification as a part of that good work 
when you are saved. “Will bring it to completion” talks about this Progressive Sanctification as a 
whole that is a sovereign work of God within us that is ongoing and is completed in the end. So 
with Progressive Sanctification thinking in terms of within us instead of outside of us is key, 
because once we are saved we are alive inside now. We now have a new heart, a new nature, a 
new mind, and a new will, and the Holy Spirit dwells within us to work for His good pleasure 
within us to produce fruit from the inside out. So now that this is a reality, this is an ongoing 
growth from within where we grow in holiness and righteousness. Our beliefs and our behavior 
mature over time by God’s grace and this growth is an evidence that we have been saved when 
that growth and the fruit that’s produced agrees with the biblical testimony of what that growth 
and fruit should look like. This speaks a lot into the practical side of life where God’s sanctifies 
us by His truth, so that as a result of Him working through His truth, our way of life is changing. 
We are being conformed to the image of His Son, which means that sin should be on the decrease 
and obedience to God should be on the increase. And that is a new desire of ours that we truly 
did not have before being born again. We want to grow in holiness.   
 Text examples: 
 Positional Sanctification: 1 Corinthians 6:9-11 [9 Or do you not know that the 
unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived: neither the sexually 
immoral, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor men who practice homosexuality, 10 nor thieves, nor 
the greedy, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God. 11 And 
such were some of you. But you were washed, you were sanctified, you were justified in the 
name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of our God.] 
 “You were” is past tense and it is passive meaning that we do not produce it from within 
ourselves, but it comes from outside of us by the Holy Spirit where we are separated in a 
positional way when we were saved.  
 Progressive Sanctification: 1 Thessalonians 5:23-24 [23 Now may the God of peace 
himself sanctify you completely, and may your whole spirit and soul and body be kept blameless 
at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. 24 He who calls you is faithful; he will surely do it.] 
 There is a clear progressive meaning to this term sanctify and if there is any doubt as to 
whether this may happen or may be completed by someone looking at the term “may” and 
thinking that there’s a possibility it may not happen, verse 24 makes it clear that God will do it 
and that this Progressive Sanctification is ultimately a sovereign work of God. 
 This Progressive Sanctification can even use different language not just the specific term 
sanctification. And example of this is 1 Corinthians 15:1-2 [1 Now I would remind you, brothers, 
of the gospel I preached to you, which you received, in which you stand, 2 and by which you are 
being saved, if you hold fast to the word I preached to you—unless you believed in vain.] The 
phrase “by which you are being saved” is simply another way of describing this Progressive 
Sanctification. This doesn’t mean that these people are not saved yet, but it is strictly describing 
the sanctification that happens during the Christian life that will happen. This will be evidenced 
by whether or not they are holding fast to the gospel, continuing to believe it and live upon it. If 
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they are not holding hast to it then that will be evidence, according to Paul, that they were never 
given eternal life in the first place, that their belief wasn’t true belief.  
 Now, in largely talking within a doctrinal framework there needs to be some application 
and understanding in light of two particular falsehoods that have plagued the church. The church 
has always fought against falsehoods that try to creep into the church and damage souls, most of 
which will deceive many and prove that their salvation is not a true salvation. When various false 
beliefs are held and are continually held, beliefs that strike at the core of the Christian faith, then 
that is biblical evidence of false salvation. This is why the doctrine of salvation and the doctrine 
of progressive sanctification are so important. There needs to be a consistency with Scripture in 
these areas.  
 The first particular falsehood that has plagued the church is a primary aspect that was 
present in why the Reformation happened where people started to stand up against the falsehood 
of the Catholic Church. The particular issue that is relevant here has to do with the concepts of 
outside and inside, imputed and infused. Imputed means to be given something that is outside of 
you and that something becomes yours, but was never something that you could produce 
yourself. It again can be described by using the illustration of a covering where the holiness of 
Christ in His perfect stainless white robe covers us, so that we are holy before God. It can also be 
described by using the illustration of a credit where the merits of Jesus are credited to God’s 
elect, so as to put those merits into their account, because they were bankrupt and had nothing of 
value themselves. And in Jesus’ merits going into our account those merits become ours that the 
Father then receives, because Jesus worked on our behalf for us. This is the same concept if you 
look at it from the description of a substitute where someone stands in the place of another and 
works for the other. This is all talking about what is outside of us that is provided for us in Christ, 
what is imputed to us, because we do not have anything inside of us that we can produce in any 
way. The Catholic Church did not, and still doesn’t, have this concept of imputation, because 
they blend together major issues and believe that we have life within us, because of God infusing 
a type of grace into us upon the observance of a sacrament. The main sacrament when this 
happens is in infant baptism, because that’s where they believe that the sinner by outward action 
becomes born again and justified and now has a life within them that can produce works that 
merit God’s favor. So this concept of infusion means that we have abilities within us that are 
infused inside of us, that we must utilize in order to gain acceptance from God. And this 
obedience is something that should be kept up with in order to be justified before God or else we 
will lose that standing and position of justification, of being right in God’s eyes.  
 That concept is a dangerous false gospel that makes our salvation dependent upon our 
work that comes from inside of us. In that falsehood they skip over any understanding of position 
or imputation. In that belief Catholicism does not have the important distinction between biblical 
truth like the positional and progressive sanctification. To them, all of it is really just progressive, 
so that you don’t lose your position, which comes from our human effort. Any concept of 
position is small and happens, because of human effort. The truth though, that strikes at the heart 
of the gospel, is that our position is because of the finished work of Christ alone and once we 
have that position by the grace of God alone then that position will never change, because it 
comes from outside of us, from Jesus’ finished work. That is why this distinction of imputation is 
so critical to the true gospel. Jesus brings this out with Peter in saying that he has already been 



made clean, because Jesus gives His cleanness to Peter as a covering. That is distinguished 
between the progressive washing of the feet, which signifies the lifelong work of God refining us 
from the inside out, which is also something that God ultimately produces and completes.  
 The other falsehood that we need to recognize that’s damaging to the soul is what’s been 
more recently called, Non-Lordship Salvation, or easy-believism or cheap grace or the free grace 
movement, which is just another example or version of the historical concept of antinomianism. 
The historical term means anti-law, which means that you don’t have to obey the law. Right 
away, you ought to say, “yes we don’t obey the law to be saved," but obedience to the law does 
happen when someone is truly saved and it is evidence that shows there can be true salvation in 
that person. When true salvation exists it shows itself in a living faith that grows in obedience to 
the will of God. It does not live in ongoing sin or unbelief. This doesn’t mean perfection, but it 
does mean a growing progression in obedience to God, because the new heart doesn’t want to 
live in the practice of sin anymore. This issue can be looked at in the context of Jesus as Savior 
and Lord. Can Jesus be our Savior without being our Lord? Is that what true salvation is or does 
it include Jesus’ Lordship? And if so, how? The Non-Lordship claim is that to be saved Jesus can 
just be your Savior and Jesus being your Lord is a totally different part that is encouraged, but is 
not necessary in salvation like it’s possible that it won’t happen. I heard a Pastor often say things 
like, ”If you are a believer here and He is your Savior, awesome! But there is much more. It’s 
called Lordship. It’s the difference of you calling the shots and Him calling the shots” and “There 
are differences between a carnal Christian and a Spirit-filled Christian.” Do you hear the major 
problems that exist in this belief? We can call the shots and still show that we are saved? Is there 
such a category of a carnal Christian in Scripture where a true believer lives according to the 
flesh in an ongoing manner?  
 This falsehood comes from a great confusion in the areas we are talking about. It is a 
failure to have balance and proper categories when looking at what salvation is biblically. This is 
a massive problem that strikes at the gospel. In essence with this falsehood, the office of Jesus as 
Savior is separated from Jesus as Lord and the two are not parts of the same whole. So in this 
regard, that applies to our discussion today and last week, this falsehood is that someone can be 
saved without being sanctified progressively. The one can happen without the other happening. 
It’s even said by some that people are saved, or remain saved, even when they change their mind 
later on in life and go back to unbelief. To be clear, if that happens then they were never saved in 
the first place. The one doesn’t happen without the other happening as well.  
 This Non-Lordship salvation belief is a false gospel. You can’t have Jesus as Savior 
without Him being Lord too. When you are saved you are saved from and come out from 
underneath the power and rule of your sin and satan and you are saved into life in Christ where 
you now come under the Lordship of someone else, which is Jesus and you progressively live 
under Him by His grace, which doesn’t always feel like it. That’s why we need consistent 
biblical distinctions in these areas. Progressive Sanctification is a guaranteed reality that will 
happen, and it is not determined or dependent upon your own continued obedience, but is 
actually something that God ultimately produces, preserves, and completes within us by His 
grace. This concept of Jesus being both Lord and Savior in describing what true salvation looks 
like, it is all over the Bible and one place is in our text. It is a guarantee that Peter is already 
washed in his whole person positionally and it is a guarantee that he will be washed in how he 



lives progressively. It is clear in this text that both of these parts are parts of the same whole and 
cannot be separated. That’s what describes true salvation and that is a picture of God’s sovereign 
grace, because God is the one who ultimately produces and accomplishes all of this.  
 So, how does this relate to Palm Sunday? Jesus came not only as a Savior, the One who 
saves us from our sins in the initial giving of eternal life, but He came as Lord and King, which 
was very evident when He rode into Jerusalem on that Palm Sunday. Zion’s King had come. So 
what is evident in true salvation is that you cannot be a Christian without being a disciple of 
Christ, you cannot be saved without the Holy Spirit dwelling within you and working in and 
through you for His purpose, and you cannot serve two masters, it will either be sin or Jesus. The 
two cannot be King nor can sin be King as you call the shots while Jesus is just your Savior only 
and not your Lord. So Jesus came to save and to save the whole sinner not just give eternal life 
like it is a one time benefit of fire insurance. This is the King that they were not expecting. They 
wanted and were expecting a King that would save them from external dangers. They did not 
have an understanding of their inward sin, so there was no concept of a Savior that would not 
only save them from their sin positionally, but progressively. The one who would also conform 
them to knowing and doing His will as they went to war against their own sin by the power of 
the Spirit. Palm Sunday is about the Lordship of Christ that is lived out by His people from the 
foundation of knowing the true way of peace, which starts in our position changing and goes on 
into a progression of life changing. In Zechariah 9:9-13, which is what is being fulfilled when 
Jesus comes into Jerusalem on the donkey the church of God is called to rejoice and shout aloud, 
because our King has come. This King later on in that prophecy is described as a stronghold that 
displays His extensive dominion over all, and especially over His own people who are truly His. 
This dominion again brings us back to not only having eternal life from the one who has 
dominion over sin and death, but it brings us back to His dominion in our lives being vital to true 
salvation how God describes it.   
 Now, why is understanding this doctrine so important? Doctrine from God in general is 
so important first because sound, biblical doctrine that is God’s teaching and not man’s spin on it 
as laid out in the Bible is literally healthy doctrine. It is food for your spiritual health that you 
feed on that God provides you. If you are truly in Christ, you are able to consume it, because of 
the work of the Holy Spirit producing an ability and a desire within you to feed upon it. 
Furthermore, this sound doctrine when used by God to nourish His people isn’t just an 
intellectual reality where you are just knowledgable about truth in an academic way. It effects the 
mind where that intellectual knowledge grows, but it further goes into the very core of who you 
are, so that your life is practically affected by this sound doctrine. Sound doctrine is more 
literally applied teaching that extends from knowledge to necessary lifestyle applications. Your 
life is changed by God’s truth and knowing it. So those general terms should be enough for us to 
see how important doctrinal reflection is.  
 But specifically going into these two types of sanctification it goes deeper into knowing 
my position before God according to God and seeing my sanctification process produced by God 
as it is actually happening as I live. This is so critical, because the more I know what God teaches 
about sanctification then the more it will be applied to my relationship with God. If I understand, 
and grow in that understanding of Positional Sanctification in how my holy position before God 
is solely based on the imputed holiness of Christ and that it cannot and does not include anything 



that I produce within me, even if it is partly helped along by God, then I will have a more full 
assurance of my salvation. I will be living upon the gospel in that regard, because the gospel 
empties me of myself and fills me with Christ. And if I understand, and grow in that 
understanding of Progressive Sanctification in how God keeps me by the work of the Spirit 
through His truth then when it comes to the sins that I war against in this life then I will 
continually notice them, hate them, repent of them, and grow in maturity in obedient action that 
are the opposite of those sins. Maybe it is growing in contentment of what God has given you 
and not coveting other things that are for self instead. Maybe it is growing in creating boundaries 
for your life that don’t allow ungodly things to come into your life like controlling the 
entertainment that you bring into you or removing yourself from gossip, grumbling, or 
slanderous circles or being conformed to what God says is godly human sexuality and purity, 
which includes fighting against lusts and immorality to rejecting any homosexuality, 
transgenderism, and anything else like it. So growing in a doctrinal understanding of Progressive 
Sanctification will make you more aware as you live your life of how God is refining you. In the 
day to day life it will be on your mind more and you will be able to see the growth. And the 
nature of that progression means that there will be more growth in some areas and more of a 
struggle in growth in other areas, and you will be aware of it. It is a spiritual seeing of how you 
are walking, which God works within those that are His. Sanctification means that you are 
separated in Christ at salvation and you are practically separated for holy purposes while you are 
living in Christ where you are being cleansed, refined, purified, in an ongoing manner. So let us 
gain greater clarity of these wonderful doctrines that God has revealed and let us ask God that He 
bring these to life in our lives and apply them to specific areas for each of us individually and to 
us as a body collectively all for His glory alone. 


